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  The comprehensive English programme (tsaptgem) began with the bold aim of

previding over 10eO students with a coordinated curriculum, comprising equivalent

quantity and quality ofmaterial, and leading to fair assessment. This paper will describe

a case study examining attitudes to this programme with specific reference to

communicative language testing. Thirty teachers from diverse backgrounds were

involved in teaching the programme; the eighteen members of staff who responded to a

questionnaire were part-time and full-time teachers, native and non-native speakers of

English with a variety of fbrmal teaching gualifications and experience.

  Our research centred on this questionnaire, which asked respondents to state their

opinions concerning the assessment context, communicative strategies and procedures

fbr assessing the course. The results suggest that Sbgo Eigo is a positive step, supported

by respondents; this support is substantial as it is based on agreement with the principles

of the course, and the principles of coramunicative language testing. Some terms

popular}y associated with communicative language testing, on the other hand, received

less support. [Ilhis ambivalence is less significant, and could be caused by the ambiguous

nature of the terms.

1. Why Assess Students?

It has been estimated that around 60% ofuniversity lecturers' non-research time is spent

oR assessment. In some cases, grades can make a difference to the careers and lives ef

students and assessment is clearly an important part of the teacher's job that is taken

very seriously. Befbre considering what should be assessed and how it should be

assessed, we should first consider the reason for assessing in the first place.

  Shohamy (i992: 7) points out that `tit is common practice in many･ educational

systems to utilize tests to affect and drive iearning; in these systems, tests have become

powerfu1 devices capable of changing and prescribing the behaviour of these who are
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a{lfected by their results-administrators, teachers, and students. Central agencies and

decision makers, aware of the authoritative power of tests, have used tests to impose

curricula, textbooks, and teaching methods. Thus tests that were originally intended to

provide inforrnation fbr making decisiens and judgements about individuals and

programs have become eencient devices for promoting and enfbrcing teaching and

leaming. This phenomenon, often referred to as the washback effecti, illustrates the

power oftests to affect test takers' lives".

  Undoubtedly, an imperative of Sbgo Eigo was to integrate assessment with teaching.

Thus many test items were incorporated into the program. On the surface, the results ef

the questionnaire indicate some arnbivalence regarding the ro!e of testing. Almost half

of respondents (47%) agree that "There are too many assessment items for Sogo Eigo",

which suggests that testing should play a rnore limited role in driving learning. Howeveg

in contrast 78% percent of respondents claim that testing should motivate students-in

other words, be a driving fbrce in their learning.

  Why this contradiction? It is a general puzzle that we shall investigate. [the next

section provides an overview of other opinions, and other paradoxical results, which

shall also be referred to throughout the course of the paper, as we explore the nature of

communicative language testing, and its consequences in this university.

1.1 'Ileachers' opinions and Questionnaire Methodology

A questiormaire concerning assessment was given out to teachers of the comprehensive

English programme. A total of 18 teachers responded, representing 609,6 of those

teaching the course. This included nine native English speakers and nine non-native

speakers, with an average of l7 years' tea¢hing experience. Over two thirds ofteachers

(709'5) had taught outside Japan, and various combinations of teaching experience

ranged from elementary schools to adult }anguage schools, including private language

schools and business classes. Halfthe teachers had received fbrmal assessrnent training,

for example from modules of MA and MEd courses or iR training to be assessors or

interviewers for tests such as Cambridge ESOL. Around half had received no fbrmal

training in assessment.

  The questionnaire was written in English. While not the native ianguage of all

respondents, it was felt that, since all were English teaching prefessionals, their level of

English proficiency would not invalidate the results. The questiormaire was trialled on 4

teachers, and misunderstood items were modified for cladty. The majority of questions

presented statements and asked whether respondents strongly agreed, agreed, neither

agreed nor disagreed, disagreed or strongly disagreed. The variety of opinions held by

teachers is shown by the fact that, out of 45 questions, there was no disagreernent on

only seven (percentage of responses agreeing in parentheses-the remainder neither
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agreed nor disagreed):

Statements eliciting a broad consensus

"Assessment should measure whetheg or how much, the stuclents have met the geals ofthe ceurse,"

"Assessment shoulcl motivate students."

"We should assess th¢ process (whether students are performing activities and completing tasks) as weli as

thc product (the final report, test or presentation)."

"Graded samples ofstudents' work weuld make it easier to assess writing,"

"I feel confident in assessing the general writing ability ofmy stttclents,"

"Students should keep some recerd of what books they have read (for exampie, book rcports, book list,

etc)."

"We should try to assess the writing ability ofour students"

               'Ilable 1 Staternents eiiciting a broad consensus

% agreeing

(94%)

(78%)

(89%)

(94%)

(78%)

(94%)

(88%)

 The fol}owing stateinents characterize a variety of responses, from a qualified

consensus to no consensus:

Statements eliciting a qualified conseltsus, and no consensus

'`1feachers should assess ability (how good the students are at English)."

"1ft) assess comrnunicatiye abUitM teachers need morc training,"

`'lb assess communicative abilitM teachers need rnore assessment instruments,"

"It is easy for me to tell when students have used translation software."

`･It is easy for rne to tell when students have piagiarised Nvork."

"The amount studcnts read {in the course's extcnsive reading programme] should bc

part ofthe assessment."

Thcre are too many asscssrnent items for Sago Eigo."

"Selfassessment should be taken into consideratlon in students' grades."

"Grammar should be taught {mplicitly."

"Wici should teach specific grammar points in class,"

               'fabie 2 Statements eliciting a variety ofresponses

Agreed

82%
67%
6S%
67%
72%

78%

47%
39%
40%
39%

Neither

12%

28%
24%
28%
ll%

11%

24%
28%
33%
28%

Disagreed

6%
6%
12%

6%
l7%

ll%

29%

33%
27%
33%

  In many areas there was no consensus. Only half the respondents agreed "We should

try to assess the communicative abi;ity of our studeBts", with one person disagreelng,

the remainder expressing ambivalence. While a slight majority agreed that there should

be regular vocabulary tests, 50% disagreed that there should be regular grammar tests.

Both kinds of tests were generaliy iess popular with native speakers than with

non-native speakers, and native speakers were generalIy more in favour of

communicative testing, and including both effbrt and ability in students' assessment.

  In answering numerical questions, teachers stated that 25% ofthe grade should come

from final tests (standard deviation 13), 23% of the grade should come from Extensive

Reading (standard deviation 11), and students should read 14 books per semester

(standard deviation 3.7).

1.2 Course Goals
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The case of English language education at Japanese universities presents an anomaly.

The traditiona} role of universities is fbr experts to provide classes in their specialised

subjects. Language skills and communicative ability are fhr from specialised,

particularly if they are'to be taught by scores of teachers to thousands of students, as in

the comprehensive English couTse which we will ¢onsider in this paper. In most
university courses, the lecturer is best qua}ified to detemiine the currieulum, teach the

course, and assess the students. This can lead to policies stating that assessments should

test whether students kave learnt what has been taught. Clearly this is appropriate fbr

specialised subjects; however, where a wide range ofteachers are following their own

curricula under the same course narne, such a policy is problematic as it may lead

neither to standardised curricula nor standardised assessment.

  The fo11owing requirements for English programs were specified by the University in

2006:2

L

2
.
3
.

  The

communlcators

driving fbrce fo

comrnunlty

provides a mandate for the teach

as a goal,

solving

(2006).

  Tke Comprehensive English course "gogo Eigo) was developed in response to these

requirements. A key aim ofthe course was to motivate students to embrace the Eng}ish

language as a cornmunication tool that will open the door to a wide range ofinformation,

institutions and people througltout their studies, careers and lives. 1fo this end, a range of

tasks that combine the four skills build upon and activate linguistic knowledge from the

six previous years of compulsory English education.

  Rather than teaching know}edge, the course is based on a functional notional syllabus,

airning to develop the ski}}s and practicai abilities of students, as they work together and

alone to complete each stage of various prejects, witliin specified topic areas. These

topics expand from the students in concentric circles, beginning with their surroundings

and immediate lives, going on to students around the world, then to future careers and

job opportunities and finaXy to the connection between their majors, the world and the

 [Ib provide students with the same quality and quantity of studies-in order to fulfil this,

 cornmon teaching materials should be prepared

1ib provide unified assessment criteria fer fair grading

[fb provide materials which are somewhat related to students' major-general English

should be a preparatory stage to be linked to their major in the future. (This request came

particularly from the science faculties.)

university's mission staternent calls for its studeRts to be "skilled

' ", as well as making a commitment fbr the university to be "the main

      r internatioRal exchange between the people of Shinshtt and the global

' ". With the status of English as a g}obal language, either one of these

                    ing of English fbr communication, which is identified

 along with presentation skil}s, global and international awareness and problem

skills in the School fbr General Education's Foreign Language Curriculum
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future. In this way, the topics progress from the students' place in the class to their place

in the universit>L then within society as a whole and finally within the global community.

Acquisition in grammar and vocabulary come about through working towards goals ancl

ieaming communicatively. The course is divided into 4 components:

Semester

First

Second

Third

Fourth

  Stephen
acquisition within the course, with particular emphasis on the affective filter3

with this,

students are expeeted to read around

  Assessment

embrace English as a communicative teol

communication in the fbllowing ways (Shohamy

  l . Selgassessment is based on the understanding that learning can be improved when the learner

has a central role in planning and evaluation and that effective assessment allows the learner to

participate actively in the learning process.

  2. 0bservation as a form of assessment in Sogo Eige does not obstruct learning, as learners are

unaware of being obset'ved. Thus testing does not become invasive. ,

  3. Simulations designed to approximate real-world language use promote authentic tanguage

tnteractlon,

  4. Projects, interviews, and assignments as assessment procedures encourage a broader range of

language use and skills.

  5. Peer assessment is less anxiety-inducing than being assessed by a teacher, and can increase the

motivation to learn.

Curriculum objectiyes

Students look at themselves, where they are studying and what is happening in their lives,

Students find out about their classmates through a survey, and work together to produce a

newspaper abottt cultural and social topics that interest them.

Students investigate courses around the world that that they could join. Stadents then

researeh historical figures and events within their majors, and finally perform debates on

issues that put their lives and majors into a global context.

As students begin studying their majors iR earnest, jobs ancl careers are considered, beginning

by exploring students' opinions, beliefs and hopes for the future. Next they are called upon to

find international organisations where they could work, and finally sirnulate going through

the process ofapplying and being interyiewed for ajob.

Students look at their majors in the media. First, students will investigate current trends and

future developments in their majors by accessing the English-language media, Focusing on

factual information, they wi}l write an essay and create questions to evaluate the knowiedge

oftheir classmates on the topic,

      fable 3 The Cornprehensive English course curriculum objectives

 Krashen's Input Hypothesls is taken as a theoretical modei of language

                                                        . In accord

extensive reading has been incorporated into the course, and each semester

                      1OO,OOO words, at a suitable levei for their ability.

    enhances the main goals in Sogo Eigo by encouraging students to

                          . A wide range of assessment procedures drive

                                 1992: 14-15):

1.3 Assessment beyond Proficiency

Another university policy that must be taken into account is a guideline stating tltat
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students must attend two thirds of elasses in order to qualify fbr a grade. The university

is not solely iRterested in the proficiency of its students, but is aiso concemed with their

attltude. Such concern is reflected in responses to our questiormaire in that 78% of the

teachers who rep}ied agreed that "Students' grades should depend both on their ability

(How good their English is) and their effort (How much work they do)". On average,

teachers stated that 56% of student assessment should be based on al)ility and 44% on

effort (standard deviation 13). This is also implied by teachers' overwhe}ming

agreement on assessing the process as well as the product of learning (89%). [Iiwo

reasons can be postulated why students should be given credit fbr the effbrt they put in:

first, other things being equal, it seems likely that more effbrt will lead to more learning.

There is no clear link between effbrt and perfbrrnance, but for many teachers this was an

issue (56% agreed with the statement, "I would feel more confident about assessing

effort, if there was a clear relationship between effbrt and ability"). Secondly, and

perhaps rnore importantly, students should be given credit fbr working hard and trying.

[Ilhere is, howeveg no theory or research we are aware of which backs either of these

points.

  Of greater concern, perhaps, is the lack of reliable ways to measure efft)rt. Such

assessment runs the risk of being subjective and relying in part on the relationship

between the teacher and the student. However, it may be that the ability to build such

relationships, while beyond the theories oflanguage assessment, is a virtue to be valued

for students' future careers or lives. Such questions are beyond the scope of this paper,

which will go on to investigate the nature ofcommunicative ability.

2. What sheuEd vve assess?

The history of language testing.can be divided into three distinct periods: the

pre-scientific, the psychometric-structuralist, and most recently the

psycholinguist-socioiinguist. [Ilhe most recent, the psycholinguistic-socio{inguistic

appearing in the late 1970's and early 1980's, is popularly known as communicative

language testing.

  It may be heipful at this point to clarify the terrns "assessment" and "testing". The

word "tese' coajures an image of rows of students sitting behind desks writing silently

on identical pieces ofpaper, whi}e "assessment" implies other, less fbrmal evaluations

of student performance, whi¢h may include submitted assignments, or an impression the

teacher builds up over several Iessons based on the raising of hands, answers to

questions, and even reaction to what is said. A classical definition may imply that a test

is something that takes place after the teaching has finished, although if we take into

account the notion ofwashback, tests clearly have a very important role in the }eaming

process. Brown (2004: 4) uses concentric circies to descrlbe assessment as a subset of
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teaching, and testing as a subset of assessrnent, "test" defining sornething fbrmal, whiie

"assessment" covers a wide range of activities by students themselves, students' peers

and the teacher. In this paper, the two terms are used interchangeably, as they often are

in literature in the field where it seems that use of the word "assessment" is increasing,

perhaps corresponding to a broadening ofassessment practice from conventional tests.

2.1 Cemmunicative testing

Morrow (cited in Fulcher, 2000; 489) clairned that there were specific criteria that could

be used to teli if a test was communicative. Despite the surrouRding controversies, his

work has left a legacy in language testing, in view of the wide acceptance of

communicative testing. It is now generally believed that communicative testing should

involve performance, authentic tasks, and behaviour-based outcomes. Fuleher (2000:

489-93) groups Morrow's list of seven criteria defin;ng communicative testlng into

these three general categories, into which assessment iR the Sogo Eigo program fit. This

paper }irnits the discussion to one category, the notion of perfbrmance, and excludes

discussion on authenticity and real life outcomes. The notion of perfomiance could be

broken down into three dimensions:

     a. test takers should actually have to produce language

In other words, communicative tests involve performance.

     b. there will be actual (face-to-face) interaction which involves not enly the modificatien

        of expression and content but also an amalgam of receptive and productive ski11s

In the majority ef cases, as Morrow points out (1981: 16), language use is based on an

interaction. Even cases such as letter writing may be considered a weak forrn of

interaction in that they involve an addressee, whose expectation will be taken into

account by the writer.

     c. Ianguage use is often in real-time

The processing of unpredictable data in real time is a vital aspect of using language

(ibid: l6).

  Judging perfomianee is a vital aspect of communicative testing; however, the relatlon

between ability and perfbrrnance can often be misunderstood. [lb illustrate, the

questionnaire clearly confirms that the majority of respondents support the position that

abi;ity should be tested (82%). However, communicative testing which involves testing

vital components of ability in both speaking and writing did not receive such support.

The ltext section will explain the relationship between perfbrmance and ability.

2.2 A iinguistie medel of cemmunicative testing

Much work has been done in Canale (1983: 5-"l4) on the notion ofperformance, which

has undergone much discussion and development in reiation to how we should

comprehend it in linguistic terms. Befbre outlining these developments, it should be
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noted tkat they were incorporated as a unifying framework in the Sbgo Eigo curTiculum.

The distinction between communicative competence and performance-actual

communication-is an impertant one for the Sbgo Eigo curriculum. Actual

communication is the realization of communicative competence, which could be

defined into the tlnree broad areas ofsociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic ski!ls:

   1. Performance involving interaction requires sociolinguistic competence-this type of

      competency concerns the extent to which utterances are produced and understood

      appropriately in different contexts depending on contextual factors such as status of

      panicipants, purposes ofthe interaction, and norms or conventions of interaetion.

   2. Preduclng language means making discourseAhis type of competency concerns the

      mastery ofhow to cornbine grammatical forms and meanings to aehieve a unified spoken

      or written text in different genres.

   3. Processing data in real time requires strategic competence--this component concerns the

      mastery ofverbal and nen-verbal communication strateg{es that may be called into action

      for two main reasons:

      a. to compensate for breakdowns in communication due to limiting conditions in aetual

      communication, or insuMcient competence in one or more other areas of communicative

      competence

      b. to enhance the effectiveness ofcommunication ･

  Support fbr communicative testing was implied in the questionnaire results, whieh

showed that most teachers thought more assessment instruments should be provided

(65%) and trainlng in communicative testing should be made available (67%). The next

section outlines standard methods fbr assessing communicative competence.

2.3 Standard methods fer assessing communicative competence

According to Spolsky (1985: l80), three main methods are used in assessing laRguage

perfomiance. Observation inve}ves a recognition of the re}ationship between

performance and ability. Selflassessment involves a recognition of the relationship

between process learning and goal learning. 'fask-based assessment involves a

recognition ofthe relationship between goals ar}d leaming outcomes.

A: observation e.g. recording, analysis, and judgement as in the COI:I' observation

scheme4.

  0nly samples are necessary to indicate whether students have attained a certain level

ofproficieney. A sample ofperformance could yield infbrmation about communicative

competence indirectiy through observation. Observing the performance two or three

times would improve reliability by confirming the student's proficiency in the

competency area. Communicative competence is an essential prerequisite for actual
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communication or performance, but is reflected in performance indirectly through

obseryable behaviour.

  In principle, observation in cornmunicative testing is supported by the questionnaire

insofar as 899,6 of respondents suggest that the steps involved in the leEwning process

leading to the goal should be assessed. The observable perfbrmaRce ofstudents depends

upon the communicative competencies defined in Canale (1982). For exarnple, if

learners maintain their interaction with clarity and cohesion, we may infer that they are

using discourse strategies, ar}d have a high level of discoturse competence. If the

interaction is not cohesive, we may infer a lower level of discourse competence. In

relation to socioiinguistic competence, if students seem to be interacting appropriate}y

as befits the instructional context, we may infbr a higher level of sociolinguistic

competence, and vice versa. RatiBg scales general}y operationalize leve}s of

perforniance and proficieBcy, enabling systemadc observation schemes. This will be

discussed in more detail in section 3.

B: introspection or selfreport e.g. selfiassessment sheetslor checkiists.

  Spolsky (l985: 18l) points out that selfreport is considered satisfactory in situations

where no speciai degree ofaccuracy is required. Ifthe goal should be to teach strategic

competence, then perfbrmance in selfiassessment tasks could yield data that centributes

to information about students' level of strategic competence. More importantlM there are

many taxonomies categorizing communicative, affective, meta-cognitive and cognitive

learning strategies which teachers can use to assess strategic competence.

  The questionnaire also indicates a possible case for using selfLassessrnent, even

though it is not supported directly. Seiflassessment is clearly a corrtroversial area, only

34% indicating it should be used in grades. On the questionnaire, one teacher

commented: "Self assessment should not be included in their final grade. It is fbr their

own sake." Another identified a conflict between selgassessment and standardisation

thus: "...one problem with standardising assessment is that it makes it dieacult at best

fbr assessmeRt to be hEmded over to the students-i.e. with students themselves

deciding what will be assessed and how-or by getting students themselves to set and

mark exam questions." According to Gipps (cited in Oscarson 1997: l75) effective and

relevant leaynlng is best achieved ifthe student is activeiy engaged in all phases ofthe

learning process, according to which the learner's own reflection on and creative

restructuring of already acquired concepts, understanding, and points of learning play a

crucial role in the building of new knowledge. As 94% of respondents agreed that

students should be assessed on whether the goals of the course have been met, if the

development of strategic competence is a goal of the course, then this suggests that

selgeassessment could at some future point be included in grades.
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C: fbrmal elieitation ofperforrnance e.g. completion oftasks and activities

  The abilities underlying perfomiance (discourse, strategic, and socio-linguistic

competence) may be assessed on the basis of whether students could achieve their task

outcomes. Did they exchange opinions? Did they solve a problem? Did they cooperate

to solve a task? Did they close an information gap? Report sheets could objectively

measure whether discourse outcomes are achieved, ifrealization oftke tasks depends on

using those language skills.

  An issue with the completion of tasks is use of the target language within the

ciassroom. If students are using their first language rather than the target language,

completion of a task may not necessarily have relied upon proficiencies in the language

we wish to assess. Therefbre, assessment should involve a variety of methods and

measuring instruments that can allow the assessor to triangulate data to malce more

reliablejudgements about students' proficiency

  While almost all respondeRts (94%) indicated that assessment shouid rneasure

whether the goals of the course are achieved, it should be noted that the term goal

maybe interpreted in a variety ofways. If the goals of5bgo Eigo should continue to be

communicative, and we are to measure whether these goals have been met, then the

standard methods of assessment outlined above need to be continuously refined and

deve}oped. In approaching this objective in Sogo Eigo, we have identified rating scales

as a key instrument.

3. Standardization and rating scales

The Comprehensive English program has sought to use rating scales fbr rnany of its

assessments. The issues that emerged as a result of using rating sca}es in Sbgo Eigo l

will be addressed and discussed iR reiation to the main theme of standardization in

section 4, and section 5 will suggest future directions fbr improving standardization

practices. The fbliowing section wiil prepare the way with a detailed examination ofthe

nature ofrating scales.

3.1 What are rating seales?

A widely-used way of operationalising language proficiency is in the form of language

proficiency rating scales containing descriptions of difTerent levels of ability. In many

cases, they have been developed in response to increasing demands on educational

institutions to report test scores in ways that make it clear what people can do in the test

language. There is a very real need fbr standardisation as departments of japanese

Universities seek accreditation, fbr example with JABEE, the Japan Accreditation Board

for Engineering Education. This is echoed in policy statements, outlined above, fbr
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quality and quantity ofteaching to be equal, and assessment to be fair.

  Although rating scales describe performance, most rating scales ciaim to be measures

of underlying competence. Performan¢e is thus interpreted as an indirect indicator of

ability. In other words, the level of students' strategic, socio}inguistic, and discourse

competence can be ascertained by comparing their observahle perfbrmance to levels on

a rating scale. The questionnaire is imp}icitly in favour of using rating scales, 94% of

respondents agreeing that graded samp}es of students work wou}d maice grading easier.

Graded samples are normally used in coajunction with rating scales as in the case of the

Cambridge tests illustrated below.

  Rating scales consist of a series of descriptions of stages or ranges of language

behaviour in one or more Ianguage skill areas along some kind of continuum of

increasing ability which often ranges from zero to native-iike. Tlte ievel definitions

typically describe the kinds oftasks Emd texts that leamers can handle at different ability

levels ar}d the degree ofskill with which they can achieve various communicative goals.

For exarnple, the speaking tests of Carnbrldge ESOL's PET, FCE and CAE assessments

specify fbur analytical categories: Grammar and Vbcabulary, Discourse Management,

Pronunciation and Interactive Communication. Descriptors are given for 5.0, 3.0 and

1.0; 3,O representing adequacM 5.0 representing top of the range and 1.0 indicating

inadequate performance. The assessor gives a score within O.5 marks for eaeh category,

so there are nine mark bands: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 ... 4.0, 4.5, 5.0. A second assessor, who alse

acts as interlocutor in the test, gives one score on a global scale (French, 2003: 8).

3.2 Hew should rating scales be administered in Soge Eigo?

Ratings are assigned to candidates by elieiting a sample of language performance under

test conditions. With speaking and writing, this is usually done by having trained

assessors compare learRers' observed performance with the descriptions on the scale.

The coRtent and organization of level descriptors have been developed in a variety of

ways by different institutions to meet various needs.

  The question remains as to how the content and organization of rating scales should

be developed and adapted fbr SOgo Eigo. An attempt to identify the needs of Shinshu

University's General English Department might start with a recognltion that testing can

become a negative fbrce if the content and organization of rating scaies are

inappropriate. The examples below represent 5 possible rating schemes that could be

considered for Sogo Eigo:

  . The English Speaking Union yardstick provides general indicaters of overall

      communicatlve abillty.

  . The Australian Second Language Proficiency Rating Scale gives relatively detailed

      descriptions of panicular features oflanguage use typical ofeach level,

  . The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages refer to global ta$kslfunctions,
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      context, content, accuracy and text type as criteria for describing levels.

   . The Royal Society of Arts Certificates in Communicatlve Skills in English refer to

      complexity, range, speed, fiexibility and inclependence as crlteria fbr describing levels,

  . Cambridge ESOL has three tests at a suitabie level for students at this university. FCE,

      IEIJI"S and BEC, which use rating scales to assess candidates' perfbrmance in paired

      interviews.

3.3 Advantages ef rating scales

There are a number of clear advantages and disadvantages provided by rating scales

(Brindley 2003, p60-6i):

.

.

.

.

.

They enable reporting to external audiences in the forin of qualitative perfbrmance

descriptions rather than just scores.

They are fbcused on what people can do rather than on what they know. Because the

descriptors relate to language performance, rating scales provide a direct link baek into the

cuniculum, thus enabling the teacher to focus on proficiency goals.

The levels and descriptors can provide a common Janguage for teachers to describe

individuals and classes and reeommend suitable activities or teaching strategles

Scales and their associated elicitation procedures are easier te understand and have a more

obvielis connection to the curriculum than standardized tests. They are hence mere likely to

be acceptable to practitioners.

Because they explicitly describe different levels of abilitM rating scales can be used to

sensitize langttage learners to the gap between their current level and their desired goals.

3.4 Disadvantages of rating scales

Brindley also cites a number of sources

use ofrating scales (2003: 61):

.

･

･

.

e

                            indicating several disadvantages underlying the

The lower levels tend to be negatively expressed in some scales, which is de-motivating to

some learners and can fail to acknowledge good performance on lower level tasks.

A nurnber of writers are cited (Lumley and McNamara l995; North l993) to indicate that

scales are inherently unreliable because assessors interpret and apply the rating criteria

differently. Although training clearly improves coordination between the scores given by

different assessors, ESOL reckoning on correlations of O.9 between their oral exarniners,

research has established that in spite of intensiye training, signifieant and ongoing

differences ln rating persist.

Alderson's (1991) critique of the IEI:r speaking scales is cited to point out that the

descriptors used in many general rating scales are very vague and impressionistic. As a

result, it is dirucult to specify relative degrees ofmastery ofa particular skill with sucacient

precision to distinguish clearly between different levels,

The fixed and hierarchically ordered level descriptions fail to take into account the

variability which is inherent in second language use. For example, one level descripter may

contaiR different skills whieh develep at different rates.

Bachrnan (l990) is cited to point out that the level descriptions are highly centext dependent
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and thus do not allow generalizations about underlying ability.

Lee and Musumeci (1988) is cited to raise the point of construct validity. It is difficult to

find any explicit information on how the descriptors which figuTe in many of the

high-profile scales were actualiy arrived at, partly threugh issues of test securitM so their

basis in research remains unclear. Consequently, the eriteria which constitute the leyels have

usually not been independently verified, and the relationship between task and level tends to

be based on intuition and experience rather than research.

  If carefu1 attention is paid to the curriculum needs of the institution when selecting,

adapting and applying rating scales, these disadvantages will be reduced and the above

advantages fbstered. It may therefore be necessary to select scales which mest directly

complement the goals ofthe course, and the specific institutional needs ofthe General

EngRsh Department. Before considering future directions, it is necessary to consider

what problems were encountered in SOgo Eigo 1 , and why.

4. Assessment for Sogo Eigo I

Assessment fbr the first semester of Sbgo Eigo was designed with regard to the

principles of general education, the goals of the course and the tasks created fbr the

course. The nature of general education seeks to include students with a range of

abilities, and a principle aim of the cuniculum was to metivate students. As failure is

highly de-motivating, criteria were set so that assessments could be passed by students

for whom English was not a speciality.

  The desire to motivate the students, and a commitment to place emphasis on input

and tasks rather than the study of grammar and vocabula3ry led assessment away frorn

comieniional paper tests, and indeed, after a pre-test in the first lesson to assess the

initial proficiency of the students, there were no paper tests until the last Iesson of the

second semestet This is not entirely sanctioned by teachers, with 67% supporting end

ofyear tests, and 50% supporting end ofterm tests. On average, teachers recommended

that 25% of the grade should come from such tests (standard deviation l3). Combined

with ambivalence towards grammar and vocabulary tests, this shows that there is clearly

some mandate fbr including communicative testing.

  Many language courses in academic institutions are obliged to meet the criteria of an

externai test, and when the exam results are pubilshed, it is ciear whether the students,

the teacher and the course have met their goals. In the case of Sbgo Eigo, tasks,

activities and teaching materia}s were first designed to meet the goals, and then

assessment was integrated where possible. A core principle of assessmenF-that

assessment should be repeated as many times, and in as many ways as
possible-dictated that teachers should seek to assess a variety of tasks and activities,

From a }ong list of everything that cou}d be assessed, the fbllowing short list was
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decided upon, accordiRg to ease of application and relevance. With 47% agreeing that

"There are too many assessment items fbr Sbgo Eigo" and 29% disagreeing, it is clearly

dithcult to meet a balance between the needs of maintaining reliab}e assessment, and

reducing teachers' workload.

4.1 Assessment items

As shown in table 1, Assessment fbr Sbgo Eigo I was split into nine items, such as

perfbrmance on a written assignment or the completion of a worksheet. Where possible,

teachers were asked to give two different scores for an assessment, for example, one fbr

the quantity ef work produced and the other for its quality. Each Sbgo Eigo class was

taught by two teachers, with 90 rninute classes on two diffk)rent days each week. These

teachers are referred to as `Ar and `B'. General}y speaking, the A teachers were more

concerned with providing language input to the students, while the B teachers were

responsible for organising activities in which students produced linguistic output.

Item

A(1)Selflntroductien

B(1) Survey Results and
Discussion

B(3) Speaking Performance I

B(4)SelflAssessment

B(5) Extensive Reading
Activity (W9B) (PapeO

A(2) DVD Comments as a film

director

A(4) SelfiAssessment

A(5) Speaking Performance in

class ,
B(6) Speaking Performance II

B(7) Speaking Performance III

B(8) Extensive Reading

erletsk Medium
writing ofa short self Essay

{ntroduction

Project in which Wdrksheet

groups worked
together to conduct a

classsurvey Observation
Answer questions Wbrksheet
aboutstudyinghabits

Group activities Wbrksheet
based on books read

Essay based on Essay
video material

Answer questions Wbrksheet
about studying habits

Throughoutsemester Observation

Throughoutsemester Observation

Throughoutsemester Observation

Extensive reading Book reports

Ticible 4: Assessrnents for Sogo Eigo 1

Crttena

Rating scale (Accuracy,

clarity)

Rating scales (Quantity of

work) and (clarity and

organisatien)

Rating seale (Participation)

Full marks for submission

ofpaper

Rating Scale (Creativity,

structure, content)

Rating Scales (Creatiyity)

and(Organlsation)

Full marks for submission

ofpaper

Rating Scale (Participation)

Rating Scale (Panicipation)

Rating Scales
(Cornmunicativeability)

Number submitted by
students

  Throughout the semester, each teacher gave scores for each assessment. These scores

were added together within the B}ackboard e-Iearning p}atfbrm to give a percentage fbr

each student. Sbgo Eigo I used only assessor-oriented scales to rate the perfbrmance
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of students e.g.

    A(l) Selflntreduction. The task was the writing ofa short selfiintroduction.

    5-:lhe student has written the whole page with fairly limited errors. The paragraph is clearly

written, and one can see good points here and there,

    4-Though there are a few more errors in writing than the above, ene can see good points ln soTne

places, and in general it is clearly understood. The paragraph filled more than two thirds ofthe page.

    3-It is dicacult to comprehend in some places, and some basic grammatical errors can be found.

Nowever, in general one can have a clear picture ofthe student's selfiintroduction. More than a halfofthe

page ls wntten.

    2-Many grammatical errors are found, and structures are quite distorted. One can understand

what the student means only with a guess. There are a few sentences one can understand.

    I-The paragraph is not comprehensible, however, one can guess that the student has written about

himfherselfl

    O-The student did not submit the worksheet

4.2 ?erformance of assessment instruments

The main variation in grades for the first sernester of the Comprehensive English

Course seems to be the way that the assessment criteria have been intexpreted. All

teachers are experienced in assessment, and spend a lot of time and effbrt on assessing

fairly and accurately, as previous guidelines have specified. Howeveg all teachers have

developed their own systems, their own scales and their own pass-marks, based on

widely different teaching experience, in terms of length, breadth, subjects taught, and

nationalities, ages and }ocations of students, and all have received different fbrma}

education in ianguage assessment practice, some having received none. Therefore, some

teachers pay more attention to attitude and panicipation, some to creativity and

imagination, some to grammar and vocabulary, and each teacher has a different

definition ofwhat constitutes adequate, or exemplary performance.

  As a consequence, when we compare two different scores, we cannot be certain

whether they are different because the students are perferming differentiy, because the

teaching has been different, or because the assessment ltas been different. All we can do

is compare scores with other scores, compare scores between the two teachers teaching

each class, and look fbr differences.

  It was possible to make three comparisons between the scores given by each teacher

to the students: results for speaking panicipation (A5 versus B6), with identical

assessment criteria; results fbr all writing quality assessments (Al and A2 versus Bl and

B5), each with different criteria; and total scores given by each teacher, except fbr

extensive reading. It was fbund that of the tturee comparisons, the totai scores showed

the highest correlation, with an average of O.30 over 35 pairs of teachers. The highest
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correlation between two teachers was O.76, while one pair ofteachers showed negative

correlation (-O.33). The average of the correlations on writing assessments was e.24,

with a range from O.53 to -O.17. Where teachers were using the same criteria (see

below) to assess the sarne students on speaking participation, the correlation averaged at

O.e9, ranging from O.59 to -O.26.

  C}earlM many teachers agree broadly on the students' perfbrmance, and some pairs ef

teachers agreed to a high correlation. Howeveg there were systernatic differenees in

either their assessment og or the students' performance in speaking activities.

  It should be noted that we cannot expect two teachers to agree completely on their

assessment of students. Indeed a very high correlatioB would more like}y suggest that

teachers were being influenced by each others' results. Let us remember that ifwe seek

to assess communicative performance, it is impossible to reach 100% reliability. Ail

language assessment steers between the two beacons ofreliability and construct validity.

Construct validity dictates that tests should test what they seek to test; on the other hand

ifa test will give the same results at a diflbrent time, on a different day, or under

different circumstances, then it is considered to be reliable. Rather than meeting both

ideals, there is usually a compromise between them, or a choice: either a test can be

reproduced re;iably and fairly, or it accurately represents some kind of autheRtic ability.5

The University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate introduced a compulsory

orai component in its tests as far back as 1913, and in 1945 John Roach published a

paper fooking into tke many issues involved in oral testing, entitled Sbme problems of

Oral Examinations in A(foclern Languages ('Iiztylor, 2e03: 2-3). These problems have not

yet been completely resolved, as demonstrated in Alderson's critique of IEUTS (cited in

Brindiey, 2003; 61). UltimatelM ¢ommunication cannot be assessed objectively as

communicadon itself is not an objective activity. If we wish to assess communication

then we must accept Iower reliability than we may get on, say the TOEIC test6.

Howeve4 if we do not assess it, we take a muck greater risk of failing £o take

communication seriously as an educational goal.

4.3 Interpretation ef Rating Scales

Although it is impossible to independently verify most of the assessments given by

teachers, we can infer that the interpretation of yating scales and assessment criteria has

varied from teacher to teacher. Another general problem was that there was little

differentiation. In some c}asses, twenty or thirty percent of students were separated by

only one or two percentage points. In other words, a slight change in a cut-off grade

could change many students grades from A to B. The correlation between teachers

demonstrates that there is some agreement between teachers as to which students are

`better'. However, the actual scores that they give may be so different that in one class
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aimost ali students vvou}d receive A grades, while in another, almost none would. If the

institution was simply interested in whether students passed or fai}ed, this wouid not be

critical. However, the university requires differentiation between A, B and C grades, and

assessment procedures should work towards the ideal that a student who received an A

in one class would have received an A from any other teacher.

  The evidence all suggests that there is variation between teachers in the way

assessment criteria have been interpreted. The fo11owing section will address directions

that couid be taken to reduce this vairiation.

5. Preposals for Soge Eigo Assessment

Experience in Sogo Eigo i and the questionnaire results suggest that more werk is

needed in developing perfbrrriance criteria fbr rating scales. The results of the

questionnaire confimi that Sogo Eigo is in priRciple a step iR the right direction with

emphasis on communication supported both by the institution's policy and its teachers.

However, there remains a petential fbr variability in the in£erpretation of rating scaies.

The fbllowing proposals are therefbre directed specifically at the way rating scales are

designed, implemented, and managed.

5.1 Criterion-referenced testing versus norm-referenced testing

All assessments are either criterion-referenced or norm-referenced: criteria-referenced if

they are measuring candidates against fixed criteria, for exarnple as we may hope in the

administration of a driving test; norm-referenced if they are comparing candidates

against each other, as may be appropriate in an entrance exam for a university where a

fixed number of places Reed to be fi11ed by the best candidates. According to Brindley

(1991: 143), classroom criterioR-referenced assessment is often concerned with

assessing leamers' attainment on a scale of ability whlch represents varying degrees of

mastery, but is not necessarily lir}ked to a cut-off score such as a pass mark. The

questionnaire rnakes a clear case fbr continuing the use ofrating scales. The fact that the

majority of respondents are in favour of criterion-referenced assessment as opposed to

norm referenced assessment is suggested by the claiin by 94% of the respondents that

the goals of the course should be measured by assessment. In other words, rating scales

are undoubtedly supported by the questionnaire results.

  If rating scales are to be used with minlmal disadvantages and maximal advantages as

outlined in sections 3.4 and 3.5, then consensus must be built among teachers on their

construction, meaning and application.

5.2 Specifying the cemmunicative criteria that will be tested

Designing specifications fbr testing is a fbrmidable undertaking and could piay a

significant role in maximizing advantages and minimizing disadvantages in the use of
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rating scales. Deseriptors and criteria shouid give users a clear view of standards by

which perfbrmance is judged based on the goals of the course. Alderson et al. (1995:

20-21) specifies a number of important requirements in designing specifications:

  . typical exarnples ofperformance at eaeh level

  . a description ofa what a candidate achieving a given grade can achieve in the real world

  . exarnples provided of candidates' performances on previous tests

  . a description ofhow the criteria used to assess those performances apply to the examples

  . a description of what test preparation would be appropriate prlor to the examination.

5.3 Implementatien and practical coRsiderations

Alderson et al. (1995: 111-l13) suggest that appropriate members of staff decide, for

example, what Ievel descriptors are suitable for the Unlversity departments, or decide

with samples what the ;evel descriptors mean. Bachrnan (1996: 50-52) suggests that

workshops could involve issues such as standardizing characteristics of setting, test

rubrics, input, and expected responses. In the case of Shinshu University's General

English Department, the standardising committee's roles may be:

           ,･

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

  Once cnteria have been decided

in the

assessment goals, criteria and wording of rating scales, and wlll be impossible without

agreement

Key questions therefbre include the relationship between competence and perfbrmance,

the nature of commuBicative competence and methods fbr fbrmatting and managing

assessment instruments. For example, should external examining bodies be relied upon

to test communicative ability, should teachers conduct oral interviews, or should

teachers observe student perfbrmance in the course of interactive classroom activities?

If the last of these options is to be chosen, a number of classroom management issues

need to be reso}ved, including patrolling schemes allowing teachers to systematically

observe every student.

  Ar}other practica} consideration that rnust be taken into account to facilitate the

implementation of the assessment is the colle¢tion of samples of oral perfbrmance,

which are r¢quired fbr three reasons: to set standards, to provide graded models for

teachers to base their assessment on, and to validate assessments ofdifferent teachers.

Reviewmg the performance efthe assessment items

Revising oriteria

Removing or modifying unsuccessfuI items and introducing new iterns

Revising rating scales

Providing graded models to demonstrate what is meant by rating scales

Plaming irnplementation ofassessment

Pianning evaluation of assessment

Reviewing once again, and repeating the process fbr the fo11owing semester.

   ' ,much work is needed to apply them to the students
classroom. This wili be dithcult vvithout a consensus among teachers upon the

           .

   on what those scales mean in relation to actual samples of student output.
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In addition, recordings could be the basis of reseairch into students' perfbmianee at

communicative aetivities, Ieading to further improvement in the curriculum. We believe

that the answer rnay lie in recent solid state technology which means that there is no

longer a need for the purchase and use ofcassettes, and recordings may be quickly and

easily transferred, copied aRd stored electronically. Such resources would be sensitive to

budget constraints; at the time of going to press, such equipment can be purchased for

under 4,OOO yen although it should be noted that prices of electronic equipment are

coRstantly faliing.

  The potential benefits of on-}ine grammar testing must also be considered. If made

part of the course grade, teachers would very iikely appreciate a lower assessment

workload, allowing more time to concentrate on communicative testing, and the

preparation of materials and classes. Thus, another area where technology may assist

assessment is by increasing the amount of computer-based testing for the course,

requiying students to complete assessments that could be automatically graded. [feachers

seem sceptical of computer testing, only 22% agreeing that "There skould be on-line

tests that all students have to do", witk 33% disagreeing and 44% ambiva}ent. Only

slightly fewer are sceptical ofusing computers fbr teaching grammar, 35% agreeing that

"Specific grammar points would be better taught by online activities" with 29%

dis4greeing and 35% ambivalent. Before any implernentation, further investigation is

necessary into the reasons fbr such scepticism, and whether increased familiarity and

reduced assessment workload would put computer based testing in a more favourable

light.

  We believe that standardised assessment is likely to be made easier by increasing

teachers' involvement in the process ofmanaging assessment, from as early as possible.

Not only would this provide valuable insight into the practicalities of assessment, but

would begin earlier the iengthy process of coordinatlng different assessors to implement

assessment items in the same way, and assess candidates fairly. For this purpose, regular

meetings could be scheduled in which teachers may work together, not only discussing

the goals of the course and principles of assessment, but also working on the fine detaii

and comparing their assessments ofspecific students.

5.4 Preposals for future research

The process of applying assessment criteria could benefit frorn action research. Nunan

(2001: 197) has called for a ehange of emphasis in research literature from discussions

of rnethodology to investigations of practicalities within specdic educational contexts,

arguing that such research ls every bit as valid as traditional academic research. The

development of communicative testing within the university could provide valuable

research in an area that is of wide reievance within the field of applied linguistics as
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well as many teaching situations in Japan where communicative policies of schools and

governments do not correspond to the exEttnination or test syllabi.

  The sogo eigo curriculum, and communicative assessment in panicular present many

issues begging fbr active research, ranging from the development and implementation of

communicative assessment instruments to the application of computer based testing.

Issues for active research couid also include investigations into teacher attitudes towards

standarisation in curricula, the teaching ofvocabulary and collocatien, and the kind of

English we should be teaching, for exarnple where our students will use the language,

fbr what purpose and with whom. We eagerly await such research and its publication.

6 Cenelusion

In conclusion, the university's policies clearly support communicative assessment, and

judging by the results of our questionnaire, the Englislt teachers support its principles.

The Comprehensive English course ltas created an environment in which this can

happen and is already happeBing. 'Ib further promote communicative testing, consensus

must be built among teachers, to achieve common objectives and methods of such

assessment. Moreoveg context-sensitive research is necessarM as NuRan (2001) argues,

to find solutions that meet the specific institutiona} needs of the General English

Department.
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i See, fbr example, Hughes, A. (1989). 'festing fbr Language Tleachers. Cambridge: Cambridge

Uniyersity Press, pl or Brown, H.D. (2004). Language Assessment - Principles and Classreom'

Practice. White Plains NY: Longman, p28,
2 Based on the document `Strategie Planning for eurriculum deve}opment in general education in

2006' (I7 November, 2003). And surveys conducted in 2002 and 2003 by visits to each Faculty.

3 See Krashen, S. (1992). Fundamentals of Language Acquisition. Chieago, IL: SRA!McGraw-Hill,

pp. I-i1.
4 For details of the COL:I' (Communication Orientation of Language Teaching) observation scheme,

see Genesee, F. and J. Upshur (1996), "Classreom-based evaluation in second language education".

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (Chapter 5, pages 76-97), p78.
5 The Atlantic presents a divide between emphasis on reliability ln America, where features that

eannot be assessed reliabiy are not assessed, to emphasls on validity ln Europe, where attempts are

made te assess desired skills, even ifthis cannot be done accurately. This is eehoed in thejoke that
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"there is a country in Europe where muitiple-choice tests are illegal" (attributed to Sigftied Hulzer),

multiple-ehoice items representing everything that is desirable in terms ofreliability and derislble in

terms ofconstruct validity for cornmunicative testing,
6 See Buck, G, (20el). Assessing Listening. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p2iC>--216, for

an analysis ofthe TOEIC test with regard to the listening construct.
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